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The loss of the Israeli destroyer Eilant to the Egyp-
tian fast patrol "boat, during the Octoher War, demonstrated
the use of new technology in offensive weaponry. This demon-
stration paved the way for new interest in the investment of
electronic warfare equipment. The interest took the form of
electronic suite additions to ships that, up to now, had
previously done without. It also manifested itself through
improvement in the larger ships by doing away with the World
War II type electronic surveillance measures (ESM) and
electronic countermeasures ( EC^ ) . In their place came new,
highly sophisticated, computer controlled systems.
The iCM capabilities were "Ipsigned to .help degrade the
effect! vi ress of the opposing forces weaiDons, however, the
test defense that a ship has is to avoid detection in the
first place. One action to ^ake, to meet this Db;ective, is
to turn off all active electronic devices which can give
away the ship's presence. Add to this action the passive
exploitation of electronic emissions from the opposing
forces and you have a very effective way of avoiding de-
tection while allowing the ship to maneuver into position
for attack. Somas <?ood, howeve^, there is a drawback.
The drawback "is that the only way to identify elec-
tronic e^^issions is through their oarameters. These

parameters are contained in the Electronic Crier of Battle
(EOE) files whic^ today consists of approximately 14,000
known land sites with a total of 62,000 emitters; 1,200
types of con"merical and comhatant aircraft; 28,000 commer-
cial and combatant surface shi^js; 1,100 submarines and 350
different missile systems, [ll
The current electronic warfare (iW) systems presently
contain "between 75 and 500 emitters in their libraries,
therefore, it is quite possible that a majority of the
emitters intercepted are not going to be in the system
library. The comnaniing officers of these ships will have
two options left open to them. One, remain silent in the
hope that the other contact will not detect him, or two,
activate active electronic devices in order to try and
establish the identity of the contact. The second choice
defeats the best defensive weapon the ship has and should be
used only as a last resort.

II . EACKGl^QUND
A. SOVIET INTEHTST IN ELECTPONIC WARFAHE
The Soviets have for many years recognized the impor-
tance of electronic warfare in all aspects of military
operations. In his book Soviet Military Strategy . Marshall
V.D. Sokolovslri summarized the role of electronic warfare in
Soviet strategy ty first identifying the dual mission of EW
,
namely denial and protection.
He continued: "Merely to list the ises of electronic
warfare is to show how widespread are electronic counter-
measures (ECM ) and iefense against electronic countermeasures
and how serious the conseauences can oe. For this reason the
development of electronics has now acquired the same impor-
tance as the development of missiles and nuclear weapons
which cannot le used without electronic equipment." He thus
also identified ^he electronic warfare/general warfare
balance m modern warfare. The former first deputy minister
of defense wrote this in the 196?'s. Later in that decade
the Soviets engaged in SW activity in a way which surprised
many Western military observers. The operation, now a
classic in EW history, was the large-scale invasion of
Czechoslovakia in August 196S.

The Soviets made extensive use of ECM in the form of
active Jarrring, together with a blanket of chaff under the
cover of which they assembled and transported Soviet forces
in airborne and grouni units into Prague and other cities
without alerting NATO forces. Soviet military doctrine dic-
tates the use of large troo^ forrnations, a situation which
makes deception difficult and thus the use of noise jamming
and chaff is most appropriate. Since 1963, Warsaw Pact
forces have reportedly made considerable investments in
electronic warfare, with particular emphasis on training. [2]
B . PASSIVE 'kKRJ^Rl
Passive warfare includes a mixture of elements of EW and
other passive sensors with hard tcill weapon response suites.
It includes the use of passive technioues, methods, equip-
ment and training for detection (including identification,
classification, and track), control (threat evaluation,
weapon selection, and assignment) and engagement (target
acouisitior. through target kill) of enemy targets. Increased
interest in passive warfare was stimulated by the develop-
ment of long range autonomous missiles that are capable of
seeking out and destroying enemy shipping beyond the radar
horizon.
Passive warfare has not gained general acceptance as a
mode of naval warfare. The paucity of available :^-ata and
10

experience with passive techniques in operational situations
hinders expansion of the theoretical concepts. Operators
engage in few exercises utilizing passive techniques common
to other areas of warfare hut return to traditional classi-
cal methods of employing active sensors in responding to
potential threats. Differences of opinion in the military
worth of passive techniques and response systems among var-
ious established groups typified hy the hard-Kill weapon
advocates and so called active EW "electron gun" enthusiasts
continue to hinder the expansion and acceptance of passive
warfare. Its rcle in respect to other modes of warfare and
the needs of the total force must he resolved to counter the
sophisticated threat in modern warfare.
The dependence on high-technology weapon systems which
rely primarily on active sensors (e.g. radar) that uses some
region of the electromagnetic spectrum for control and guid-
ance information indicates the need for further attention of
naval planners to seek the optimum mix of ESM/ECM/ECCM
(electronic counter countermeasure ) and weapons. ;^o longer
can fleet units continue to freely "broadcast their positions
to the enemy and survive. Mere attention to rigorous control
of ontoard active devices is needed along with disciplined
Ojjeratiors which include consideration of both active and
passive capabilities. The time has come to expand passive




C. SPECIAL PROELEMS OF FAST PATROL BOATS
Fast patrol boats (FPBs) are not without problems, how-
ever. They are vulnerable to anti-ship, and even aircraft,
missiles. A 30mm-equippe'l aircraft gunship can destroy a FPB
in a matter of seconds. Sea skimmers are especially ef-
fective a<^ainst FPBs. Payload and cost considerations do not
often allow a highly effective AAA or SA^l system to be
placed onboard, except in the very largest FPBs such as the
Soviet Nanuckla-class ships. Five-inch and larger naval guns
or shore batteries have FPBs at a disadvantage if they ven-
ture too close to their intended targets or are slightly
careless with their navigation. Missile carrying FPBs cannot
afford to engage in duals with platforms other than their
intended targets because of their limited supply of
offensive weapons. The cost of FPBs is low, but only
relatively speaking. To most users, the cost is not low
enough to allow truly massive FPB attacks which would
overwhelm enemy defenses without regard to the FPB losses.
Some sort of protection is needed. Finally, a typical FPB
cannot reload at sea. The first shots must be accurate and
be directed at the target intended. There is essentially no
"second chance." Ex^jending ammunition and missiles for
self-defense, at spurious targets, or enf^a^ins non-hostiles
requires a high degree of pre-launch confidence in target
identification and location. The use of the FPB's radar does
12

not often give a high level of confidence that tne inter-
cepted entity is tn:ly the target desired. Thp use of
electronic warfare assets will largely overcome these
problem areas . [±^
I. lEZ CCMPUTUR IN SLiCTRC.MIC aAR?^R5
A central completer forms the nucleus of the systern where
the high level processing is perfcrmei a::i fror^ which tne
executive cojimanis would en^anate. Retiotely located
microprocessors wcul^ be deiicated to performing the lo-w
level, routine 'a5ks associated with real-time,
hardware-rela te i functions. £C^' tecnniques are sufficiently
flexible to alio'* new techniq-jes to "be implemented via
software modifications rather than costly and time consuming
hardware changes, [c"!
The A:«1/'SLw-C9 , A'\1/SLQ -32 , A.4/SL'.-21 and Za-13C series
are some of the cvrrert systems using computer technology.
The A;J/SLi-2? is us°i onccari large sniyS Sich as aircraft
carriers. The r.'./SL3-32 is used onboard smaller ships such
as riG, FJiJ- and small auxiliaries. The A'i/SLr.-21 and Ia'-ICO
series are used on 7?3s.

Ill . ELECTRCMIC WAEFa-:? AND EQUIPME'NT rlEQuI RY^^NTS
A. ELECTRC:>iIC WJJRFARE REOUI ?EMEi^^TS
1 . ?erf orTa^-cp
The basis for ^erfnrrrance requirenents lies in the
primary furctions of the syste^^. In the case of the
A">i/SL0-32 and sirilar systems, the following items are of
prime concern. Fi'^st, surveillance which is the monitoring
of the elect r cra-enet ic environment in the raiio frequency
"ba^'.ds normally between 5 - Ic jHz) ard. over angular re.^ions
v/here hostile emitters ca- be exjected. Secondly, the
identification of ar emitter is done by comparing its
characteristics vitb those of renown emitters. Third, warning
which means to mo'"itor the e'"vironment ani provide a w3r:iin^
whenever a chan^^e occirsj for e/a'rple, detection of a new
emitter or change in an operational mode of an ol^ emitter.
Fourth, c oun t? rmeas'jres are measures that are ta'-cen in tne
event that a new emitter has 'csen. iientifi-d as hostile ar.d
initiates conn ^ermeasures which will degrade the performance
of the hostile e^i
t
t°r/plat f orm . Fifth, opera tor /system
interaction which provid'='s controls allowing? the opera'^or to
initiate or mo'^ify system operation on the basis o^ the
situation. Finally, i'^tersysterri interaction u'hich interfaces
with other onboard systems and cxchan^^es information as
14

required in order to rraxinize the survivability of own 5hip
and to facilitate f^e ieployiient of other weapons. [5""
2. O.jeratior al
The basis for operational reauirements lies in the
following items. First, the envir onme-: t which affects the
ship while cond'ictin,^ offensive strike warfare m support of
carriers cr oth^r task: -^orces, such as unierw ay re-
plenishn^ent and military convoys. Success in. these stri.-^e
operaticns, especially those o,-^eraticns with!:'''it air support,
depends upon cor ^ in no us shiptoard surveillance to prcviie
target infcrnaticn for quic> response to a-ti-ship nissile
attack-s. Ideally, our ships will re'-^am undetected wnile
co'^ductirg ex t eni e^" -rs'^f-^e surveillance with a hie'h j."^^'^-
1 1 1 1 1 y of initial -1 e t e c "" i o n and i i e n t i f i c a t i o n of eaer ./
ships. Secondly, t^e t.^c tic's usei are ncrr-ally these of
passive-offensive capability in wnlch conrl'^t^* radar silence
is raintaine-j while uti limine ra^-ii c, ^i reli^cls covert
tel econrnL nica ti or s to ''-i sse-^inate passivp tar^^tir-T 'lata and
engage.T.ent control orders. [3]
3. Special ."^niDlications
^^oial requirements of certain shij:.s a-ld addi-
ional conre:"^, s with resiiect to shi- functions. !>". ey ^re as
follows. ?irst, m the case of fast patrol ooats .F?Bs "i? / »

their requirements for warning and acquisition receivers are
not very much different from presently available electronic
surveillance measurement systems. A few exceptions exist,
however, in addition to the restrictions on size, weight,
reliability and ease of operation. The last item is impor-
tant because the level of competence available for
operations of the electronic warfare system may lively be
quite low. Secondly, the frequency coverage should be, as a
minimum, between 8 - IS (JEz, which is the frequency range in
which most threats are expected to be found presently and
into the near future. Third, sensitivity, because of the
need for intercept of targets and threats beyond their
maximum detection range, should be better than usual crystal
video receivers. In addition, relatively low mast heights on
a fast patrol boat require additional sensitivity. However,
increased sensitivity requires increased complexity - a
highly weighted factor on F?3s . Fourth, azimuth coverage of
360 degrees would, of course, be required and elevation
coverage should cover from degrees 'to intercept sea
skimmers) to a minimum of +30 degrees. A stabilize-i platform
with +45 degrees azimuth coverage would be much preferred.
The severe pitch and roll of FP5s help create the need for
stabilized antennas. Finally, a programmable threat library
would be mandatory in an F?3 electronic surveillance measure
suite, so that it could remain small and be loaded in at the






4. Meeting of Requirements
Current systems like the AN/SLO-32 and AN/SLR-21
systems meets most of the hardware requirements tut fall
short when it comes to the functional and operational re-
quirements. The shortcomings are due to the size, weight and
response time constraints on small ships. However, even if
the size and weight constraints could be lifted to handle
larger systems, the response times of those systems would
also increase, which in critical cases such as missiles,
would not "be acceptable. Therefore, by adding- a micro-
computer system off-line, there would be no degradation in
the current systems. The addition of this system will,
however, allow identification of emitters well beyond the
limited libraries of those systems and at the same time
change what was a previously data base limited system to one
bound only by the decision of the operator to cease search.
E. EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
1. Memory Si^e
The memory size of the prospective off-line micro-
computer would be 48k bytes minimum. The allowance would
include 4k bytes for the operating system, 12k bytes for the
processing programs, and 32k bytes for library array
17

processing. The systerr should disc allow a growth factor of
approximately 33%, bringing the preferred memory size to 64k
hytes. Most microcomputers currently have this capacity
option as an off-the-shelf item and would not require any
special design changes.
2. Disk Prives
The major constrainting factor of the prospective
system lies in the disk drives currently available as an
off-the-shelf item. The constraint takes the form of head
dimensions and densities of the disk drives. The prospective
system is based upon the use of an IBM 374:0 style floppy
disk with 77 tracks per disk, 26 sectors per track, 128
bytes per sector, and single density.
3. yiertrnnic ymi<;sinn Cnntrnl
The prospective system will have to be ca^aole of
operating under electronic emission control (EMCON) con-
ditions. It would, therefore, be necessary for the system to
conform to the MIL-STD-4:61 for TEMPEST inspection. The




A tasic reauirement appearing in many data-processing
problems is the need to search a mass of information for
certain information associated with specific information on
hand. We "begin with some terminology and symhol definitions
for an abstract statement of a search problem.
F Denotes a file, here considered as a matrix.
F[i;] Denotes a record 'l' of the file (also
called an item 'I ' )
.
F[;J] Denotes a position 'J' of all records of the
file. F[;Jl is a column vector of 'F'.
X Denotes an argument to be used on the basis
of search. 'X' will usually correspond to
a part of a record and is considered a
vector .
M Denotes a mask or format vector which speci-
fies, by its elements, which columns of 'F'
are to participate in the search.
With the above terminology, a simple but common search
problem may be stated in words as: (Jiven a file 'F', a
format vector 'M', and an argument 'X'. Find 'G', a sub-
matrix of 'F' containing all those records of 'F' whose
contents in the key positions match the argument
.
[5]
The file used here is made up of a set of records (I2e
bytes long) in the following format:
19

Il 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IPi 11 12 13 14 15 16
1. Radio Freauency Low (RFL)
2. Radio Frequency High (RFH)
3. Pulse-repetition Frequency Low
4. Pulse-repetition Frequency High
5. Scan Period Low (SPL)
6. Scan Period High (SPH)
7. Scan Type (ST)
8. Pulse Width Low (PWL)
9. Pulse Width High (EWH)
10. Modulation Type
11. Flint Notation
12. Mode Counter ( MC
)
13. NATO Nickname
14. Emitter Function Code (FC)




The file record is made up of file items (F[l;]) such as
RFL, RFH, PRFL, etc. The file column vector (F[;j]) contains
all RFLs, or all RFHs , etc., on one disk. The file is limit-
ed to 1950 records per- disk, but the number of disks is not
limited. Therfore, the data base is no longer limited by
memory size constraints.
The argument vector 'X' is composed of radio frequency
(RF), pulse-repetition frequency (?RF) , scan and scan type.
It is entered into the system by the operator which has read
it directly from the display of the current system such as
the AN/SLQ-32.
The mask vector is comprised of RFL, RFH, ?RIl , PRFH,
SPL, SPH and ST. The remainder of the file is used for the
output information to the operator when the search is
successful. As noted, the items of the argument are specific
20

while the items in the mask are specific only in the scan
type. The other items are the upper and lower limits of the
ar,?ument items and are satisfied only when the argurment
items lies within these limits.
B. COMPARISON 0? SEAPCH ALGORITHMS
The three hasic search algorithms are sequential,
hashing, and tinary. The normal approach is to apply only
one of them at a time, however, a combination of them may be
used if the situation warrants. In the case of the micro-
computer, a very limited memory size and the desire to
maximize the number of records on the disk required keeping
pointers to a minimum. It also required the file to be
broken up into partitions consisting of 250 records each,
which allows one partition to fit into the machine memory at
any one time. Putting these records into memory vice leaving
them on the disk will benefit the system by cutting down on
the number of accesses to the disk while increasing the
speed of the search.
In the interest of minimizing the accesses to the disk,
which takes a longer time in comparison to accessing memory,
a reference table was added to the disk holding the ad-
dresses of all partitions and the maximum and minimum values
of the RF which is the primary search key. With this
21

in mind, only those partitions which satisfy the RF item in
the argument will he eligihle for loading into memory.
The comparisons of the search methods will he hased upon
the aforementioned and their particuliar circumstance. The
common terms for the comparison are as follows:
Let A = Machine time to do one comparison.
B = Total access time of disk (includ-
ing the transfer of 1 segment).
C = Time to load and process the ref-
erence tahle from the disk.
P = Numter of partitions (max. of 8).
N = Maximum partition size (250 records).
I = Number of items in the argument.
Assumption: Only one partition needed per
search.
The worst case for the seouential search method is where
the record that satisfies the argument is located at the
bottom of the file.
Total Time = ?( FN * I * i^] - E) + C
= 1( [250 * 4 * A] + B) + C
= l(^00a + B + C
The hashing search method is based upon a value derived
from an argument vector. In this application, the argument
key is already in the form of a value which lies between two
22

limits. Because the hashing value is uniaue, it is not
api^lici'ble to this situation.
The worst case' for the hinary search rrethod is where the
record that satisfies the argument lies either side of the
mid point, or is the second record in the file or is the
next to last record in the file. Mathematically it is logp^^*
Its proof is to consider the hiner/ decision tree describ-
ing the action of a tinary search on n elements. All
successful searches end at a node while all unsuccessful
searches end at a leaf. If 2 <nC 2 (> is the number of
levels in tne tree/ then all rodes are at the levels
1,?, k, while all leaves are at levels k and k^l (note
that the rent node is at level 1). The number cf element
comparisors needed to terminate at a node on level i is 1
while the numb'=r of element comparisons tc terminate at a
leaf at level i is only i-1 . T?] The follovinci ecuatijn shows
the total time of the search based upon that only tnree of
the for"r items in the ar?\!me''t can be used i:^ a search of
this manner. The ^ourth will be searched senuent lally .
Let S = I-l
Total Time = ^ •' S flo^ ,N"1 - A -
= 1( 3 [3] - i - B ) -
= ^4A ^ 3 + C + 250A
= 2'^41 ~ "^ ~ C
+ C -
- (25^ A)
\'ote: >; -'' A' is the secuential searc'" of the
f c u r th item.

Based upon the comparison of 274 to 1000, the hinary
search with the modifications stated was chosen for this
application.
C. NEED FOR SORTING
The use of a sequential search does not require that the
file he in any particular order. However, in the case of the
binary search, it is mandatory that the file be in either
increasing or decreasing order because the binary search is
based upon the idea that after one comparison; half of the
file can be eliminated followed by a repeat of the technique
on the remaining half until the search is completed. The
sorting scheme used in this application was to place the
file into an increasing order. There are, in this case,
three fields that must be in increasing order. They are RF,
?RF, and scan.
The process used was to taice a partition of the file and
only load the RFL, RFH. PRFL , PRFH, SPL, and 3PH mask
vectors into memory. During this load, each record is
assigned a record number in increasing order. The next
process was to divide the partition into a subset with all
the same RFIs, after a bubble sort on the :-FLs. Mext,
perform a bubble sort on all RFEs followed by dividing this
vector in a subset of the subset containing all of the PFHs
with the same value. The process is repeated for the
24:

remaining items PEFL, PRFH, SPL, and SPH. Once the first
pass is made on the final suhset, the process is hack:
stepped one iteration and done again. The process is
continued until the entire file is sorted. For more details
on the process, see the PKOCEDURE SOFT in APPENDIX B.
At the conclusion of the sort, the modified file will he
in increasing order in all fields except the record number.
It will he in disorder hut in the order in which the file
will have to he converted to place it into increasing order.
To do this, the record number is saved in an arr.=»y and used
to reference each record number in the partition. The
process then is to load memory with the partition in the
order of the saved array, followed by rewriting the
partition on the disk. Once this is done, the partition will
be in increasing order and there will be no futher need for
modifications. ,
D. DISK FILE STFUCTURE
The disk contains a directory on track one. The
directory contains pointers to seven segments containing 252
records each, one segment with 200 records, and a reference
table. The reference table is made up of the maximum and
minimum RF values of each segment and the minimum and
maximum RF value for the disk. It is this table that points
to what segment or segments will be loaded into memory.
25

















The disk is not supplied in the proper format tecause it
would mean that the support facility would have to access
all of the different kinds of equipment that are in the
fleet. It is not necessary for the support facility to have
all of the equipment involved if it can produce the data in
a standard format and on standard media. It can later be
modified by the user's software to conform to any special
needs of the user.
The reformatting program PROCEDURE REt^.^T can he seen in
the APPENDIX 3. The program reads 512 bytes of source data
of which only 123 bytes (due to the dissimilarity between
operating systems) is written into the segment at any one
26

tine. The order of writing is first into segment one, then
when 250 records have been written, it writes segment two
and so on until all records are written onto the disk.
The restrictions of using track: one thru seventy-six,
the reading of 512 byte blocks, and limiting the arrays to a
maximum of 16k words are imposed by the UCSD PASCAL sys-
tem. [8] It is these restrictions that j,rompted the breaking
up of the source file into eight segments. Another
restriction was the format of the disk which makes best use
of 128 byte records.
The support facility's record size is conpaticle but of
different arrangement than what would be necessary for
efficiency in this application and was therefore changed.
The first two diagrams represent how the data is received
and the third diagram is how it is reformatted into an
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16. Comments 92-116
TRAINING
The capabilities required of the operator is that he be
able to read and follow some simple instructions. He will
also be required to enter information into the system from
the display unit of the current detection equipment, such as
an AN/SLO-32. No other special skills will be required of
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him; therefore, he will not have to have any training off of
the ship.
F. OTHER APPLICATIONS ^
The proposed system should he used as a dedicated system
to help identify electronic emitters while at sea. However,
when inport there are areas where the microcomputer could he
used to lighten the burden of administration. Some of these
areas are in the reports and reporting fiel'is. Godley [13],
while at the Naval Postgraduate School, commented on how a
microcomputer could he used in recurring operational reports
and how this would benefit the Mavy. Text processors are
also commercially available for microcomputers and they too
would help in formatting letters and messages. It then is up
to the respective commanding officer to determine just how
much a microcomputer can help his command.

V. COST AND SUPPORT
The basic system is con^prized of a terminal vConsisting
of a video screen and keyboard), a microcomputer of the 31280
or Z80 design with 64k of memory, and dual 3"' floppy disk








As an option, a printer can be adied to the basic system for
inport use. The syste-n car be purchased by the type com-
mander or, accoriing to a new regulation, oy the commanding
officers of their respective ships because the system's cost
IS less tnan SI 3, 2^0.
The lata base support would be from \aval Zlectronic
Zvaluation Cffic==, ?anneck. Virgina. Contact should be ^ade
with them prior to any purcnase of any eauipment to verify
their requirements for continued support.

VI. PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS AND FUTURE CQNSIDEl^ATTQNS
A. PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS
The two currently available operating systems CPM and
UCSD PASCAL were the driving forces behind their selection
for this project. However, with new operating systems con-
tinually heing developed the ref orTiatting software program
was built with the idea of flexibility. It can be modified
to read any sector on the disk and transcribe it into the
correct format needed for processing under the available
programs. Studying the reformatting program closely will
reveal that if the operating system is using a directory
listing on any track (except track one) the listing can be
pulled off. Then by developing an eauation to decode this
information all sectors can be pulled off in the correct
order.
The only thing to check is that the initial data stored
on the disk, supplied by the support facility, is the same
as the data described eariler in this paper. Given that it
is, the only constraining factor is the hardware. The
hardware constraint is that the disk be of the ty^^e I3M 5740
style floppy disk with 77 tracks per disk, 26 sectors per
track, 123 bytes per sector, and of single density.
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The improvement of this program will come atout through
expansions due to decoding of new operating systems disk
directories. It will also he necessary thru interactive
communications with the low skilled operator to establish
who supplied the disk, thereby establishing which equation
to use in reformatting the input data. The process in which
the reformatting is done should remain transparent to the
operator. He should only have to respond to questions pre-
sented to him on the CRT and load the disk as directed.
B. FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
1 . Operating System Modifications
The normal typist will type approximately 30 to 60
(five letter) words per minute. Using the 60 word per min-
ute as a norm, the time interval between characters of input
then is two tenths of a second. Allowing for a 50% safety
factor for keybouice, settling out of transient signals and
various other static factors, leaves one tenth of a second
that could be used for processing. Agreed that this does not
sound like much time in the normal sense, to a computer with
instruction times between 4-10 micro seconds this is
10,000 - 25,000 instructions that could have been done with-
out any delays m the inputs from the keyboard.
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With this in mind, a modfication to the operating sys-
tem would increase the response time to the user without any
degradation to the system. In addition, if a queueing
scheme, which would allow stacking of request for proces-
sing, was included and implemented with a priority system,
the over all system performance could he improved.
The consideration of the operating system modification
would have to he "based upon sound computer science studies.
The field is open and presents a challenge to any student
who is interested in applying this concept to a table
look-up identification scheme.
2. Passive Plotting of Contacts
The higgest problem with plotting a contact through
passive intercept is with the intermittent short signals.
These signals lo not allow the intercepting platform to get
a cut on the signal and proceed to a distant point and again
get another cut, thus allowing the position to be plotted.
Couple the system described in this paper and one that
is currently being done on milliwave transmissions by Mark
Schneif^er and Mike Chase at the Maval Postgraduate School
and these intern-it tent signals can be plotted. The way that
it will work is that digital signals can be transmitted over
these milliwaves in such a manner that unintentional dis-
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closures of own ship's position is fairly unlikely. It will
require that two ships which have the equipment are within
sight of one another and each ship gets at least one cut on
the intermittent signal, followed hy a transmission over the
milliwave system to establish the distance between the two
ships through the same type of process now being used in
most radars (a send and receive signal vs time). With the
bearing cuts of each ship ^jIus their distances apart at the





The program was implemented on the ALTOS microcomputer
system with a DATAMEDIA ELITE 2500 terminal. The booting and
loading instructions for this system will he used for
examples. However, if a different system is being used, the
hooting instructions may vary, so the operator's manual must
he checked. Once the system is hooted and the screen writes




Step 1. Turn power on (it is located on the
hack of the microcomputer and on the
risht hand side of the CRT terminal).
Step 2. Place the disk laheled 'SYSTEM' into
the right hand side of the drive with
the label faced to the operator and
down
.
Step 3. Depress the key laheled D/2 if the
full duplex lamp (located on front
of the CRT terminal) is off.
Step 4. If the symbols '%*' are not on the
screen depress the rest button located
on back of the microcomputer.
Step 5. If the symbols '%* ' are on the screen
depress the key labeled LOCK and verify
that it remains in the down position.
Ste^ 6. Depress the key labeled 'U' followed by
depressing the key labeled RETURN.
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The system should be hooted at this time. If the screen
does not display the welcoming message repeat the steps two
thru six. The welcoming message is as follows:
Command: E(dit, R(un, F(ile, C(ompile, H(alt.
WELCOME USE'., TO
U.C.S.D. PASCAL SYSTEr'l.ix
The next phase to complete is the loading instructions
and they will he the sa.-ne for all systems.
Example 2: Loading
Step 1. Depress the Key labeled 'F'. The screen
will display 'Filer: ^(et, S(ave, W(hat,
0(uit'.
Step 2. rei:ress the key labeled 'u'. The screen
will display 'Get what file?'.
Step 3. repress the keys labeled 'I', 'D'
and HETUHN. The screen will display
'Text and code file loaded.'
Step 4. Depress the key labeled '0'. The screen
will display 'Command: E(dit, R(un, F(ile,
C ' ompile '
.
Steo 5. DeDress the key labeled 'H'. The screen
will diSDlay 'WELCOME TO THE ELECTRONIC
EMITTER iLE.MTIEIER'.
The booting and loading is now completed. The micro-
computer will converse with the user through some simple
instructions. In response to these instructions the user
will be asked to make entries. These entries are of the form
of answers to Questions. If the user is as^ed for (Y/M) this
means for him to depress the key labeled 'Y' for yes or the
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key lateled 'N' for no. In any other response, the response
will he followed hy depressing the key laheled RETURN. The
statments requesting this type of response will have <rtn>
attached to them, such as PRF(ixxxx) <rtn>. In response to
entries requiring number inputs such as PRF(xxxxx) <rtn>,
the x's represent numeric numbers and the entry should
contain only numters. In the case of SCAN TIP'S (AAAA), the
response must be alpha characters and in the same amount
that is enclosed in the parenthesis (). If the scan type
display on the electronic detection equipment has less then
that shown in the parenthesis, spaces made be added to the
leading character, such as CON the entry would be
<space>CON. The final case, is where the user is asked if he
wants to change any parameters. An example of this type
follows :
YOUR ENTRIES JSRE;
PRE RE SCAN SCAN TYPE
00005 01035 00020 CON
DO YOU WANT TO CH^NIJE ANY? (Y/N) Y






ENTER SCAN TYPE (AAAA) <rtn> SWEP
YOUR ENTRIES ARE:
PRE RE SCAN SCAN TYPE
00005 01035 00020 SWEP







VA^ BLOCT^NR, LEN'ITH, UMITMF: IMrPGER;
TRACK, SETOEF, S^CONF: INTE^^FR;
SEGCMT, CP^S^:, CMT, LINE: INTSSE^.;
TABLE, DFILE: TFXT;
SEGMEY: ST^I VC- ni"'
;
CPMARAY- PAG?'Er A^_RAY [^ . .5111 OE CE^R;
EUMCTIO\' CP^^'S^CTC- ;r^'TE^rER) f INTEGER,'
BEGIN
SECTOR :^^ SECTOR + 6?
IF SECTOR < 26 T^~m CPl-: := SECTOR
ELSE
BEGIN
IF SECTOR <" 2? TTTEN
BEGIN
SECTOR := SECTOR MOD 25;







EUNCTICv' err CP'-^S^C .SECTOR t INTEGER) t I.JT^GER;
'J\l OFFSET, 3T?3^C: ImTEGE?;
BEGIN
OFFSET :- e;
IF SECTO'- = ^ TRE STRSE^^ .- 24
ELSE
ST'^SEC := S^C'I'CR - 2'
yniLE SECTOR ^^ CPMSEC DO
BEGIN
CEESET != r^^TSYT + 1 ;
SECTOR := SEOTO? + i;
IF SECTOR "= 26 T-^N SECTOR := SECTOR .^OD 2^
IE 'SECTOR - ST^S'^C) ANT (SECTOR <> CPM5EC)
TH"N SECTC" •= STRSEC - i;
BEGIN
0EF5FT ;= (^'




FJXCTIC-: EVFN C?MS"C,S^CTO^. rlMTE'^II) : IMTi^iA;
':Ar CFF5ZT, ST~37C: IMTiGZr;
SiGIN
CF7SFT := 2;
II SFCTO:- = ? TI-'FM STr.S^C ;= 24
ELSi
ST^'SFC := ST^TC^. - 2:
V/KILI S"CTC? <^ C^i^S'^C r^O
BE'SIN
CFFSFT != OFFSET + 1
;
3FCT0? •= SZCTO?. * i;
IF S^CTCR ^= 26 THY SFCTCR :- SICTOH ^OD 26;
IF ..SFCTCi = Sr^.SFC) ;s^]^ vSFCTCR <> CP.^.SZC )
TEI;i 3FCT0- ;= ST-SFC - i;
IF CFFSFT ^ 3 T-F^-!
3F".IN
0FF3FT := C:






Z ZG I \
.^riTZLNv '?l;cf zis^ l'bflzz suppcrt f;icility');
^RITZZNl 'i;.TC T^T ZZFT SIZ^ ZI3K Z?I7Z ''-I IH THZ');
A ITFL^;; 'L^Z"L FAT^> YCU ^IZ ICv/D;
/-RITZLM 'ZZ'iCVZ T"" ZISK I^ZZZIZ 3i3'^£y F-Ci^" THZ ' ^ ;
A' - i i E jj '^j , r i r - i c: 1 1 _ 1 b \ ^ --. 1 < 1 -n \i i, o n V .:. j C rl -t - u b 'l . It
-.; • T rp "•'• •
'I i X ^ _, . •
'/zitzl:, ( 'PZAC^ 5 ;-A^'K DI3Z r:TO T"Z ri^ni: size dioZ'j;
-,' - T -n •" T •, ' ' ' T --. - :r T-i , -r -n—r -p TT !-> T n ^ — -r — ^ ^ p , | ^ V .-^ T T (\ ' "" T^ r- "' \' ' ^ •
.i il i i :L _ \l '. _ .. J. J ;L .. 1 x n ^."11 ij - Mj _ 1-. ^ i \, J X L' o ;: >_ ^ V. ", « , )
^vZITFZV;
/jZITZln ;
WZITELN( 'HAVE YCZ "Om^LETZZ THIS ANT ARF 30TH jISK'i;






•p.''^ i^ZZTJZZ P'^-- "O
•.--; T Tl- T •• •^ '^. /-^ »^^ "n T ~ rr "7 -
"^C

AxITELr^; 'RE.^CV^ nSK FRC^ LE7T SIDE IiIVE Awl STCRE.'j;
WLITEL^:;
WRITELNH 'HE^'CVE DI?K ^ROM EIGHT 3ID7 E.'IV^ .iMD PLACE');
«RITELN: 'IMTC IF^T SITE TISK LRIVE.';;
WhITELN;
WRITELN( 'PLACE DISK LABELED SYSTEM INTO THE EIGHT ');
'aRITELN( 'SITE riSK DRIVE WITH LA^EL EACI.MG iCU AND DOWN.';;
writeln;
y Tj T T E L N *
VRITELN' 'HAVE YCU ^r^^'DLETED THIS AND ARE 3GTH DISK');
nTELN(' DP. VIE DOCRS CLOSED? (Y/^J)');
R-AD(C);





'KCCEDURE ^UILD'CNTiI'^'I'^G^- ) :
YAR I, J: INTEGER;
PROCEDURE EE X ,Y • I MTEG^R
)
3EGI\'
VJHILE I r ?.-'* DC
3EGIV
'^'EITI'DEILE. r^N'^R'Y[Yl;
T :- Y - i;
X := X + i:
T M "^ •
r. >i i/ t
TM "Pi •
-RCCEDUEE S?'X,Y: rnEGER ) ;
3EGr:
WHILE X IZ DO
DEGIM





VHIL" X ^ 5 DO
REG I
N
/;E ITE ,DEILE , C^^^ RA Y [Yl ;
y' :- Y - i;






vvHIDE X ' 62 DO
RE^IN

V;? I TE ( r^ I L V ^ C ? lYA Ra Y [ 1 1 ;
Y := Y + i;
X := X + l;
emd;
rIaIN (- iUILD -)
I := 0;
IF LIV" < 25? TY.TIH
P7"IN
J := CNT + 73;
J := C^'T + 116;
S?'I ,j);
J := CMT - 11'^;
STU .J);
s ? ;' I . J ^
;
v^iTZ 37IL7, cpmar; Yri:^5l );
WHII7 I -' 11 re
r: _ T i M
r r- I + 1;
i . - lo' f
T
. _ p ^1 rn .
V< — L/ i '
?y(l ,J^
W?.IT7L\ TTILT);






















-» T M f yr >- ~v " "^ ^ ^
— J i .< . ' ." — I
"^"'v-ITZf D7ILZ, 'S":-! .TI^T ' ' :
"^evriteTa'L". 're'tse.tex:');













WHILE (">iCT ECF) ANT 'TRACK < 76) 'DO
EIOCKMH := ( TRACK - 1) - 65 DIV 12);
SECCNE := + : TRACK - 1^ * 6;
IE SECONE >= 26 TFE SECOME := 3EC0NE MOD 25;
IF ((TRACK - 1) * 65 DIV 10) - f( (TRACK - l)-55)^5) DIV \?_
THEN SSTCFT := Orrf CPMSEC ,SECOME )
ijo r
'CTr VEi\(C?MSEC ,3SC0NE);
UNlTREAr'UMIT-NlR, C^MARAY, LEN'v^rE, SLCCK:^?.);
CNT ;= SETOFF - 128;
PUILD'CNT) ;
cp^^ST^c := CP^' cp^^S"c)
;

















V^? TfiBLE, DEILE ' TEXT;
SEGMEY: STRIM^r [14=] ;
PTRTA^, SEGCX'T, SIZE: INTEGER;
POINT, TP, BP- imteger;
RTAc: Pi^CFED ARR AY [^ . .8 , ? . . 2] OF INTEGEI.;
ETABr PACr'ED ^^RRAY [? . . 249 , . . 6l CE INTEGER;
C3EG: PhCTTED "-"? a.Y T? .. 249 ,?.. 1271 0^ CH.';..;
DISK!, :iSK'-i: INTEGER;
--f^'CEEURE IN"iAr' 3?: INTEGER);













DTAr rPTR.REH := I;
rTA3[PTR.RERl t- j;
DT-^3 rPTR.^REL^ : = Z'
DTAr rPTR, PR ER' := I;
rTA3[?TR,SPLl := '^;
DT.'P rPTR,SPR 1 := m;
DTABTPTR.RECNR]
PTR := PTR ^ 1;
^E^DLNfL'^I^E) ;
ENi;
PROCEDURE BUBELE(TP,PAr A: I^iTEGER);
V.'R I ,TE^P: INTEGER;
.VHILi T^ ^ -OrT RO
3 EG IN
WHILE 'ETA^lTP, -ARA] <= rTAR[T? - l.PARA])
.^JT^ f"T3 <' '^01""^') [^C TP := TP ^ 1;
T7 TIT) ' or, T^"^ T"~N
T^EGIN
I — 7'




DTABfTP^r ;= DTAB[T? - 1, I];
DTAr [TP - l,ll := TE^P;
I := I - i;
end;
17 't? < pcimt) ant ( t? > 0) then
T? :- TP - i;
PROCEDUEE UPDATT;
VAH I .J,K: INTEC-ER;
A : CHA?.;
3EGIN
I • = *
WHILE I <= 3P TO
-EGIN
reset'jEILz: ;
= PTA- [I ,?.EC\'.^.] :
J := J '•^ C 1
K := -7:




v; ; = ;;; - i;
emd;
J := 7',
WHILE J - i2'7 rc
^EGI \'
"'read'^^ I L E , A ; ;
cs^-'^ri. J] :- o;




r r - J ii i\ J FILE);




VHIIE I -^= E? ^0
EEGTnI
WHILE J < 63 DO
BEGIN
W?ITE(EEILE,C3E'';[I .J] ) ;
T . - T _ ^ .
u . — t It
ene;
VHITELN jEILE^;
WHILE J : 127 LC
EEGT'
'•'-ITE'DEIL^ ,C3"" [I ,J^ ) :
J : - J - 1
:
1 il *
.J " . i iL.'i : -/ i IL ' ' 1
T , -» •
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I := I - i;
_CLOSr(DFILE,LOCK);
iND?




WHILE (DTfl3ri,-a^M = DT^3lI "^ 1,?A?.A1)






'^l := DT -3 '"f , ?.EL"i J
3TAr[?TRTil3,'ll := DT li [3? ,?.FHl ;
":TA3[?TRrA^,2^ •= SIZE;
IE 3I3KL T^T^- r'',?.7L^ THEV
disk: :- DTA3r/i,REL] ;
IE nS'"'? ^ '^TAP r^? , -EHl THEN
3IS!:H := -^T^^rB^^^^FHi ;
1 '» - I
:=:- OCEDUrE UETA3;
VAR I, J*, integer;
3ESIM
"-




IE (?T",-'^A3 \ '-5!* i^ ND (PTHTA3 < 5) THEN'
3 EG IN
''/EILE J <' ^TRTAE 10
3EGIN
I : - ;
aHILE I < 3 ^'C
rEGI
"
v;rit^ ta^le, rta-[j,i: , ' '';
I :--- I - i;
IN 3;




•'rITELN 'T^^LE. '^Ze 7'^^^ 999'';
p -^ p, C T ' T i t: T T T "^ ^ 7 ^ :V.
-J V k- * . X i - — — —I • —' •- ^ - - .' '






















IE ^P < POINT T^EN
BEGIN
PUBBLI'TP,SP'^r';


















BEGIN (- SORT -)
?E3ET( T'BLE, '?EFT"^.TEXT') :
R'AD(T.ABLZ,SIZF) ;
R^ADLM TABLE : »
f^ "^ /^ fy Kt ff ..„ /*•
o z 'J C , J T = .: »
I"^ 'SIZE " 3' AND ''SIZE C 253} THEN
ELS E
ELGIN
aRITEL ^( 'UNA^L" TO PROCESS FILE. CHECK
y^itel^k 'le^t side driv^ -nd 7e~iey that
yritel^!( 'not l.^beled support facility. '
writeln;








w?ITILM( 'D?r;E 2VD ^ILOAD. ');
WHIT fin;
VHITZL:nI( 'AR-? YCU P.EAIY TC R^LCAD?





PTRTAE : = ':^ ;
risKL :- 32726;
DI3KH := 0;






















3? := SIZE - IJ
I'"!?E.*D;B?5*
T? : = '' J
PCINT :- ??;
3UBPLE ,,t?,:el) ;











IE (SIZE >0) A'r :SIZE < ?) THES
SEGC'JT •= SE';C\'T - 1;
ELSE















VAR DEILE, TAPLE: TEXT;
IT A3: PACKED ARRAY [C. .2491 C7 ITEM;
EOUND, TP, BP, POINT: INTEGE:^;
RE, 7?.Y, SCAN, SIZE: H^TEGER;
SCAi^TYPE: 5r^l;-iG[5l;
KEEP: boolean;
SEGMEY: STRTiG [l-i"! ,*





IE I > THEiJ
BEGIN
WHILE '^TA^Ll'.REL = LT • 3 [I "1^ . "^EL i ^NI (I>r?) I





IE I < 249 THEN
BEGIN
•^EILE'TIARlI] .REL - I TAB [I + l' . REL ) AND -'Kl?) BO






^rccedube grcuppre ( i ; intege" )
j
"C T "^ T \-
i^ j_ -J i .>i
IE I > 3 THEN
viHILE^DTAPril .^RJL = DT " B :i -l' . ^REL } AND 'I.I^









WFIL? ,riA5[l] .?R?L = DTAB[I^1] .?RIL) ANL (Kr?) DO





pr.ocedufe (jh0up5 c.^ n (i : i mtege?. ) ;
BEGIN
IE I > THEN
BEGIN
yHILEfDTcpril .3?L = ETAP [I-l' . 3?L ) AMD (I>T?) 1)0
I := I -i;




IE I < 249
3EGIM
YEILE:PT^B[I! .3PL = DT^3 J-ll .S^L) A'iE (lO?) EC








;\f^iteln(' re ?rt scan type scan');
WPITELN ;PE, ' \??.y/ \ iCA^,' '.SCANTYPZ;;
wpiteln;
yriteln • '^'0t ecunp') ;
writeln;
v/piteln;





J := POUND '^ 2 -- i;
K := 2;
WHILE E < J PC
3 EG IN
READLN ^DEILE) ;




c . — l ?
ATC NICKNA'^ p
-^ M f^ T 7 c; ' "i •









J J = '


















J := J ^ i;
en'd;
J := 2;
WEILE J < 26 DC
BEGIN
READiDEILE.C);
J := J ^ i;
end;
READLN(DEILE) ;
-. Tl i X i u N >
'a'RITELn;
aRITEL:K 'AR^ YCJ READY TC CC\TrrJE? (Y/N
?.EhD(C) ;







reset; TABLE, 'REETAR .TEXT ' ) ;
7.EADLN(TAELE, ^IS?:L, DISER^;
lE'RE := DISK!'; ;ND i?.^ <'= DISER'; THEN
BEGIN




















>= SEGL) AND (RF <= SEGH) THEN



























































m TV ryi '





LN('DC YOU H.5VE ;. ^1 OTHER DISK? (Y/^;');
— V "fi" T \I
elni'lcsd the disk imtc the left side disk');
eln('d^ive with label facing you and down.');
sln;
eln;
elnChave you done this? 'y/n)');
;c);ECO 'Y' DO










WHILE I <= BP DO
BEGIN
REAI ;rFILE,r'TA3[l] .RFL,rTA?[I] .RFH,rTA3[I] .PRFL);




I := I + 1;
end;
end;














'A R I TEIN ( 'EN T ZR S C AN ( XXXX ) ^ r t n
.
readln;scan);
B EG I N
blkpage;
w r. i teln ( 'e n te? t y ?^ s c a n ( a \ \ a a
readlN''scanty?e) ;
end;




WHILE ^T? <= B?) A.\D (keep - TRUE) DC
BEGIN
POINT := (BP-TP +1) DIV 2 - TP;
if(d"^ab[poi:;t1 .REL := re) and : dtab [poi nti .ree :
BEGIN
GRCU??,E( POINT) ;
POINT := (PP-T? ^1) DIT 2 - TP;








+ 1) DIV 2 - TP;
ie:dtae[p:int] .SPL <= scan) :.nd :dtabl?oint^
THEN
s??. 0. ---,i J

BSaiN
GROUPS C^N(?OI N'T ) ;
IF T? <> 5P THEN
BZGIN
WHILE TP <> 5P DO
EEGIN






















IE DTAB [POINT] .SPL <= SC^.N "TEEN
TP := POINT
ELSE















IF DTAB [POINT' .? FL < == RF TH EN
T P : = point;
ELSE





EGL. ;-' 5 7 ^ ^ '^ " ''.'• \
FOUND := n •1

elkpage;
writeln('are you ready to search? (y/.m)');
REAr(C);









WHILE KEEP = FALSE DO
EEGIN
elkpage;
writelni 'your entries are:');
aritel^j;
writeln(' pre re sca^j type sc.-m');
writelnvpre, ' \re, ' ', scan, ' ', scantype);
;^riteln;
WRITELiU 'DC YOU 'aI3K TO CH'aNGE AMY? (Y/'O'U
R EAD ( C ) ;
check;
if c = 'y' then
EEGIN
writeln;
WRITELNv 'WHICH OME DC YOU a^NT TO CH^.MGE');
writeln; '(PRE, RF, SCAN, TYPE SCAN) <rtn)');
REArL:r:c)
;
if C = 'P' THEN ZNTRY(l)
ELSE
IF C - 'R' THEN E=n1TRY:2)
ELSE
IF C - 'S' THEN ENTRY (3)
ELSE










IF KEEP = TRUE THEN
EEGIN
nfond;
WRITELNi 'ARE YOU REaDY TO CONTINUE? (Y/N)');
aEad;c) ;
while c <> 'y' do










y":iTEL*U 'a':e ycj ^eaiy tc ccmtdjue? 'y/n)');






l\'rrteif;( ' t-e emitter identifier works ey ustjcj the ');
!
>/-.ITELN( '-iiRAy,ET^'.S T.aK^N FRC>^ THE CURRENT DETECTION ');
i
w it7l\'( 'unit. tr^ p '^r ^-rent^-s are then ente-ed into');
'
'afrit'in' 'identiei er ^y the operator through the keyboard.':;
writein;
''/:-IT^LN(' THE KEYRO'PD ENTRIES ''RE REQUESTED aHEN THE ');
yRIT~LN; 'OPERATOR ^A? RESPONDED TO THE QUESTION, 'A'^E YOU');
l\^.-.ITELN( 'READY T^ S^AR'H? (Y/Ny'. THE TtiQ TYPES CE ENTRIES';;
ir- ITELN( '"RE C^'~, -^ SI^iPLE YES Or. NO. TO DO THIS -^ESPCNS^, ');
l'/RITEIi\( "^ERZDY DT'^R^SS THE KEY LABELED 'Y' OR 'N ' a'HEN ');
















T"E ^TH^R TYP^ 07 ^^SPONSE IS EOLLOVED BY DE































M.ibT T.i: A b REPRESENT NU^'BERS AND THE A'S EE
'PRESENT ^f^A^.ACTERS. THE NU^^BER OE X'S OR A'S')
'P^PRESENT THE r^-AXIt^U^' NUf'BER OE POSITIONS -LLOW
'IK THE RESPONSE. SI.'^^LY ENTER EXCATLY WHAT IS
'DISPLAYED 0*^1 T-E CUPRENI DETECTION JNIT, E'^LLC'a'




n n T7 •
J I :i
BLR PA "t"
••;:- ITELN IE Y^'J H ' N/'i^T : ^'ista^e ij t^.j entry, beecre');
DO 13 ');;^RITEL;:( 'DEP^ESSri^ THE RETURN KEY, ALL YOU ':i.^':i T-
23

writeln^'to dipress the key labeled with a left pointing ';;
wr.itel^i{ 'cf.pow on it. teen ^'-1? tee ccrrect respc^^ise. ');
whitrln'( 'ie, hov/even, ycu did ppe3s the eeturm key, you');







aRITELN('TC VERIFY YCUR ENTRIES THE EOLLOWIN:; MESSA(}E APPEARS:');
w-iteln;
Y'a'RITELNC your entries APE: ');
writeln;
W?.ITEL\*(' P^E ^7 SCAN SC^M TYPE ');
WRITELNC X7X7X IXXJX XXXXX AAUA ');
w-itelm;
W7-IT^L^J( 'DC YOU WavT TO CHa^JGE fi.MY? (Y/M) ');
w-riteln;
W.-.ITELM' 'IE YOU ~^S?0"^I^ YES. THE EOILC'a'ING .'MESSAGE APPEARS: ');
WPITELN';
«fRITE{ 'WHIC^ CH'^ DC YOU WANT TC CHAMGE');
'aRITELM(' ^RE,itE,SCAN,TY^^ SC^^i)? <rtnN ');
V/.-^ITELN';
WnITELN('TOr Slf^PLY EMT^R EITHER ??.l , OR -E, C- SCAM, ');
vi/RITELM('CR TYPE SCAN ECLLCW^D ?Y THE RETUR.J ^'EY. THE'};





'V"ITELN(' THE OUTPUT CE TH^ IDENTIEIER IS ON^ CE TH^ '):
.. '.vRITELMi 'T'-;^ ECILC'/T^IG ^CR^S:'^;
( writeln;
'
a'. iteln( 'eltit n'c ''^'sc nick\"k:e ec cds nr. cc:'';^e-^ts ' ) ;
>;RITELiN ^ 'AA.i A.'^ X A ? A » A.' AA A « . AA XXXX






WR ITEL\'( ' ^?^ HE SC:^M
'A'RITELN(' XXX^X XXXXX XXXXX
WUTELMv 'wCT "^CUMD"! ;





















W^ I T'''^''^ M *
WFITfLN( 'IMCOPPECT RESPONSE');












A -I LI CNT < 26 DO
REGrj
''fRITELM;
C\'T:= CNT ^ i;
E-^iP;
GOTOXT'CC);
T \i T •
PROCEDURE TAL^;





', S'^E A'°PE\DIX ^ ITE!^ R)
PRCCEDU-E SE.iRCR;
SEE APPEMDI7 r ITEM C)
- E 7 1 N -'' -' ^ I \' PR CCRA i^ ' )
LOC- :- :"-UE:
plkpage;
;;'irEL\' 'VjELCCr^E to the ILECTRGNIC E^'ITTE:
i • • ij '
T TN -> ; -n T — T -I'D ' \
:i-iTELN ; 'HA^'E ^:CU USED ME rEEC}
•ead:c; ;
^reck;
IE C - ':
ELS^






WRIT^LN('DO YOU MTFD A rErRZSHiK? (Y/N) ');
REAT'C);
chick;
IF c ^ 'Y' THEri talk;
ENi;
^LKP^Ti;
WRITELKf'rO YOU HAVE A DISK LABELED D^^TA? (Y/'O ');
lEAD'.C);
check;
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